Check List

Plan I - Action pursuant to Title 50, Sec. 191, relating to anchorage, movement, etc. of vessels.

1. Papers to be used **without** a proclamation under the Neutrality Act:
   a. Proclamation by the President
   b. T.D. ______ Anchorage Regulations
   c. Telegram to Collectors of Customs
   d. Telegram to District Superintendents of Patrol Districts
   e. Telegram to Supervising Customs Agents
   f. Telegram to Coast Guard Officers

2. Papers to be used after a proclamation under the Neutrality Act:
   a. Proclamation by the President
   b. T.D. ______ Anchorage Regulations
   c. Telegram to Collectors of Customs
   d. Telegram to District Superintendents of Patrol Districts
   e. Telegram to Supervising Customs Agents
   f. Telegram to Coast Guard Officers

Plan II - Action to enforce Article 178 of the Customs Regulations relating to shipment of arms, etc.

1. Papers to be used **before** a proclamation under the Neutrality Act:
   a. Telegram to Collectors of Customs directing them to study Article 178
   b. Similar telegram to Coast Guard Officers

2. Papers to be used **after** proclamation under the Neutrality Act:
   a. Telegram to Collectors of Customs directing enforcement of Article 178
   b. Similar telegram to Coast Guard Officers

Plan III - General Coast Guard action.

General instructions referring to Title 50, Sec. 191, Article 178 of the Customs Regulations, and other relevant matters.
This Map shows Spheres of Influence in China, Mongolia, Sinkiang and Tibet.

Yellow: Japanese
Green: Chinese
Red: Russian
White: British and Independent.

Under British Influence:
- Sinkiang
- Tibet

The Chinese recognize the independence of Sinkiang and the Chinese Communist Government of Sinkiang.

The area of influence of Russia, which reaches in some sections by virtue of 'military' and Red Chinese expansionism.

The area of influence of Japan, which is shown by virtue of the Treaty of Tientsin (1895) and the subsequent agreements.

The area of influence of the British and independent groups within China.
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